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Problem between Cartesian control input F E R TM and robot actuator torque ']'E 1_" (for redundant rovoes, m._ n). In.e underdetermined nature of the F _ T map is exploited so that the robot redundancy is utilized to improve the clynarmc response of the robot. This dynamically optimal F --* T map is implemented locally (in time) so that it is computationally efficientfor on-line control; however, it is shown that the map possesses globally optimal characteristics. Additionally, it is demonstrated that the dynamically optimal F -+ T map can be modified so that the robot redundancy is used to simultaneously improve the dynamic response and realize any specified kinematic performance objective (e. 
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]
where 
where F E _ is the generalized force vector corresponding to the generalized coordinate _/, and P* [ 0 T
[ pT ]T Rr n with the zero denoting an/-dimensional zero vector.
----E
The general Cartesia_a-space position/force control problem for the redundant robot described in (1)-(3) may be considered to consist of two steps:
1.) Cartesian position/force trajectory tracking:
where E / = Pd --P is the force tracking error, and d / 6_ R j and K I , The T --_ F map may be shown to be [13, 16] 
where it is easily verified that M 6_ R m×n • Inversion of the T ---* F map (7) may be achieved in two ways:
"direct" inversion of (7) 
where _ E R m is the Lagrange multiplier vector. The necessary conditions on (11) for optimality of (10) are
Substituting (11) into the necessary conditions (12) yields, after some simplification,
The equations (13) may be solved for 0 [13]: 
A close approximation to the global minimum kinetic energy f --_ T map (15) 
From ( 
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and _bd(t ) = 0. Therefore the control law (4)- (6), (17) 
where Jl E R "_xm and J2 E R "_xr are the partitions of J defined by J = In the simulation study, the performance of the control scheme (4)- (6) 
To allow a meaningful comparison to be made between the control law (4)- (6), 
The F _ T map (27) may be combined with the control scheme (4)-(6) to yield a pseudoinver_-baaeclposition/force controller;
this controller resolves the robot redundancy exactly as prescribed in the inverse kinematics algorithm (26). Note that in deriving the F ---* T map (2D it is implicitly assumed that G --0, since this is the case in the simulation study.
We now turn to the discussion of two computer simulation examples. Throughout this discussion, the control law (4)-(6), Additionally, in these simulations, the unit of length is meter, the unit of angle is radian, the unit of force is Newton, and the unit of time is second.
Simulation 1
The 
